JEETOX T-5
TALLOW AMINE (POE-5)

APPEARANCE AT 25°C.: CLEAR LIQUID

NEUTRALIZATION EQUIVALENT: 475 - 495

TERTIARY AMINE: 97 MINIMUM

MOISTURE %: 1 MAXIMUM

COLOR (GARDNER SCALE): 8 MAXIMUM

pH (10% in IPA/WATER): 9-11

CTFA: PEG 5 TALLOW AMINE

PACKAGING: 55 GALLON STEEL DRUM
GROSS WT: 438 LBS. TARE WT: 38 LBS. NET WT: 400 LBS.

PACKAGING: 5 GALLON POLY PAIL
GROSS WT: 43 LBS. TARE WT: 3 LBS. NET WT: 40 LBS.
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